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' This ‘invention relates to 
porting and distributing strands, and ‘more 
particularly to‘ a device for supporting and 
distributing "cables interconnecting" ' tele 

phone apparatus. I 1 ~ I "I ‘ -When interconnecting ‘electrical appara 

tus such as is employed‘ in telephone ex 
changes, it is frequently the practice to as 
semble the individual electrical conductors 
or cables, passing from one group of ap 
aratus to another, into units, commonly 

called cable runs, which are attached to and 
supported by suitable framework. Espe-V 
cially when interconnecting groups of tele 
phone apparatus, it has been the practice, 
in some instances, to fasten the intercon 

other and to‘ the 
framework by means of textile strands, such 
as twine. Due to its character, this method 
is called sewing, and is somewhat slow and 
requires experience and a high degree of’ 
skill on the part of the workman. ; p 
- The object of the present invention ' is 
to provide an improved device for readily 
and e?iciently supporting and distribut 
ing strands or cables interconnecting tele 
phone apparatus. 
‘In accordance with one embodiment of 

the ‘invention, the cables interconnect-ing 
two groups of telephone'apparatus are ar 
ranged,at one point, in vertical rows upon 
a suitable support. Each vertical row is 
supported and maintained between spaced 

_ members which are secured to the support. 

50. 

of a distributingframe, 

At another point, the distributed rows of 
cables are assembled into groups having the 
cables arranged in vertical and horizontal 
rows which are maintained between spaced 
members also secured to the support. . 

Other features of the invention will be 
come apparent in the following detailed de~ 
scription, reference being had to‘ the ac 

companying drawing, wherein p . ' - Fig. 1 is .aperspective view of a portion 
such as is frequent 

ly employed in telephone exchanges for sup- , 
porting telephone apparatus, illustrating 
the, improved method of and framework for 
supporting and distributing cables inter 
connecting telephone apparatus, and 

devices forsup-v ‘ vtions of the improved framework. . 
the ‘invention is herein illus 

.trated and described as ‘particularly 
ed to supporting and distributing cables - 

1925. Serial; No. aspen ‘ 
-Figs., 2,; Sand 4 are detail views of‘por 

Although adapt-q 

interconnecting telephone apparatus, 7‘ it 
should beiunderstood that the novel fea-, ‘ 
tures thereofinayv be adapted to other‘ a'p- ' 

theinvention is to be . plications "and that 
limitedionly by the 
claims’. ‘ , ' . 

i Referring ‘now’ to ‘the ‘drawing 
and particularly, to Fig.1 thereof,‘ 10 indi 
cates "generally: a- portion": of a’ distributing 
frame such as is frequently employed ‘in 
telephone exchanges‘ for supporting tele 
phone apparatus such ‘as terminal strips, one 
of which is'indicated schematically at 11. 
he frame 10 comprises,"essentially,~a plu 

rality of vertical angle‘ironsv 12 ‘which are. 

scope‘ of the appended 

interconnected and rigidly supported at the > 
top by-a horizontal angle" iron 13; - Suitably 
supportedby‘the frame rlO-is‘ a horizontal 
run of cables 15 which is formed into aplu 
rality of vertical rows of cables .16‘ sup‘ 
ported ‘ by suitable . apparatus such as indi 
catedgenerally'at' 17.“ ‘The'method of and‘ 
apparatus for forming 
vertical rows of cables is 
the copendingapplicationof Guy J. ’ 
et al., ?led April 27,1925, Serial- N 0. ‘26,063. 
Suitably supported at one ‘end .by the 

frame 10, and'attheir other‘ endby an angle 
iron 20, are a plurality o’f'horiz'ontally dis 
posed parallel bars 21'.- p ‘ 
is securedv at the top; of‘ a plurality of‘vertiél 
call-beams 23, only one‘of which is shown 
in the drawing.‘ A plurality" of channel 
irons 24, 25‘ and 26 are‘ supported across the 
bars 21' and" 
each other to'form a suitable‘ support‘ifor plurality of horizontally disposed cables 27 
which, in the "present embodiment of the in-; 
vention serve to interconnect‘telephone ape 
paratus supported by? the frame 10 and 
I-beams 23. 1 * ' ' __ 

‘A plurality ;of”loo.p membersBO, in‘the" 
form of in'vertedU’s and preferably com 
posedlof half round metal stock 4) are 
suitably fastenedto‘the channels 24, 25v and 

and supporting these 
Hwts 

‘The angle ironv 20 :1; 

are conveniently. spaced, from . 

ifully ‘disclosed in ‘ 
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, distributing strands or cables by the 1m-' 
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the form of inverted V’s such as indicated at 
32 (Fig. 1).‘ Each loop member 30 com 
prises, a pair of parallel vertical portions 33, 
33 which are connected at the top by a hori 
zontal portion 35 (Fig. 3). The'lower ends 
36 of the vertical portions 33 are bent at 
right angles to provide means whereby the 
00p members may be welded or'otherwise 
securedito thechannels. ‘ 

In the present e _ bodiment of the inven 
tion, the cables 27 turn from vertical runs 
such as indicated at 38 (Fig. l) and are 
formed in vertical rows such as 40, 41 and 42 7 
around arcuate shaped members 43 (Fig.2) 
which are fastened to the channel 24. Each‘ 

rows are assembled together in suitable for 
mation between the loop members secured to 
the channel 25, preferably, by ?rst assem-v 
blingthe cables in each row into units com 
prising vertical and horizontal rows’ and 
en superposing said units to form a group 

such as indicated at 45 in Fig. . The group 
of cables thus formed is rigidly supported 
between the vertical portions 33 of adjacent 
loop members secured to the channels 25 and 26. 

I It should be noted that the loop members - 
30 may be suitably spaced from each other 

injuring them I 
scraping, etc. . 

It-is obvious that no particular skillor 
experience is required in supporting and 

secured to the support and having portions 
cooperating with oppositely disposed pore 
tions of an adjacent loopv member to provide 
spaced open channels. 

2. In a cable arrangement, a support, a 
plurality OI spaced. loop members. secured 
to the support and having portions cooper 
ating with oppositely disposed portions of 
adjacent loop members to provide aplural 

' ity of spaced open channels, a group of cables 

.65 

confined within each of; ‘said. channels and 
converging therefrom. into a common group, 
and cooperating members secured. to th'e:1sup- 

mon group. ' 

3. In a cable arran 
plurality of horizontal 
cables there 

, a support, a 
and vertica 

to the sup 
to a single b the cables 
g the cables 

group, and mean 
in different path 
' pen channels wi 
to two of'tliechan'ne' 

able arrang ,‘ a- support, a. y of horizontal and vertical la 
, ‘spacedupright mem ers 
support for con?ning the 

' and means for di 
in different 

attached to the 

rtical layers 
ments- forming: open ch. 

with one element common to two of 

. In witness whereo 
.nto subscribe . my name this 15th d 1, A. 1). 1925. 
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